TABLE DRAIN

SECTION

NOTES

1. Maximum depth of pit to be 2400.
2. Pit slope from 1200 to be 1:20.
3. All reinforcing to be lapped 300 & to have
   50 minimum core.
4. Step risers to be tied to narrow side of pit.
5. Grade NZS concrete.

SECTION

Where no flow exists,
Pipe inlet may be stopped.

When flow exists,
Gate may be left.

F/Z mesh, centrally placed.

200mm
200mm

200

GRATE

GRATE SEAT

200

1200/450=MS. incl.

12/450=MS. incl.

Provide guard for soil.

Gate seal.

Gate

GRATE

GRATE SEAT

Table Drain

Set Out Point

1500